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Introduction
There are a lot of blowjob sites on the net today for guys looking to watch ultra-thin teen chicks sucking
cock for the first time. BigBlowjobChicks is the alternative YOU have been looking for. Gorgeous big
beautiful plus size models sucking cock with skill, patience and a smile. These lovelies don't want you
to cum right away - they want a chance to enjoy your dick for a while first!

Adult Review
After years of catering to the "Kate Moss crowd", the pendulum is finally starting to swing back toward full sized women.
The BBW Porn Pass Network is a collection of original, all exclusive websites. These are not whining teen tarts who bring
nothing but drama to your bedroom, these are elegant women whose full body and delicate flavor are an acquired taste the
way a good red wine should be. 
  
  By joining Big Blowjob Chicks you are getting your cock full access to over 70 exclusive scenes in the members archive
and five BBW specific networked sites as listed on the right side of this review. All totaled it's hundreds of exclusive scenes
featuring women who weigh hundreds of pounds and carry it gracefully.
  
  If you are new to this niche and have not had a big girl blow you before then your cock is in for a real treat. Being a big gal
has a lot to do with having an oral fixation. These are the girls who chew on a pen when they are nervous or smoke cigarettes
to keep their lips busy. That shows you who much practice their mouths get!
  
  When you want a woman's mouth, doesn't it make sense to use the tongue and throat of big woman instead of letting some
anorexic whore lick you without being willing to swallow you in? Put simply, the girls of Big Blowjob Chicks are real knob
gobblers! 
  
  BigBlowjobChicks updates at least once a week and often more than once. The network overall updates nearly every day...
that's a brand new big girl begging for your bone every fucking day of the week.
  
  Like all sites Big Blowjob Chicks is not perfect. The site provides picture sets for most scenes but some scenes were shot
without them. Also the high-res pics vary in size. Some are as clear 1280x1024 others are smaller. With girls weighing in at
200-350 pounds TheTongue would really have liked to see the photos at least 1280x1024. After all, the bigger the better!
  
  The videos are offered in both dialup friendly and broadband enhanced formats. The bigger video files are really great
quality. Downloads are 720x480 which is very clear at full screen. More importantly, the guys who own this site love BBWs
too. They "get it" and as a result they film it because they can get off watching it the same way you do. Producers can't fake
that kind of real hardcore interest which means this is not some joke site with a bunch of fat chicks, this really is the home of
Big Blowjob Chicks!

Porn Summary
The Big Beautiful Woman niche is getting bigger with new sites arriving all the time but Big Blowjob Chicks deserves
special attention. There aren't many thrills better than holding the soft skin of a big girl's neck as your dick disappears down
her throat... and now you can see it happen online any time you want!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'The bigger they come... the harder you cum!'
Quality: 91  Updates: 89 Exclusive: 94 Interface: 90
Support: 95 Unique: 92    Taste: 89        Final: 90
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Porn Sites Included
Elizabeth Rollings (89) ,BigAndBrutal (86) ,Princess Lissa (Preview) ,BBW Zine (Preview) 

Porn Niches
BBW, Exclusive, Hardcore, Oral, PoV, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.73 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 73
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